Abstract-The goal of surveillance video abstraction is to generate a video abstract that includes important events and object by eliminating the redundant frames, lacking from activity in original video. Although many research and progresses have been done in video abstraction, the developed approaches either fail to accurately and effectively cover the overall visual content of video or they are computationally expensive in term of time or process. In this paper, firstly we critically review the applicable video abstraction techniques in surveillance domain based on our hierarchical classification, and then briefly introduce a new approach for generating a static surveillance video abstraction, which mitigate the drawbacks of reviewed approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
The tasks of searching an event of interest by using conventional playback device are time-consuming, tedious, and costly. These include the abilities such as backward/forward playing, and access to specific frame or performing desired analyzes within the huge surveillance videos archive. Therefore, video abstraction can play crucial rule in this regard by eliminating the redundant and irrelevant information and representing shorter and precise contents of the original surveillance video, which includes all the meaningful and important activities and objects [1] . Moreover, video abstraction is an important technology in video processing especially for efficient and effective retrieval, browsing, and managing video archives. The main goal of video abstraction is to make a short-length and concise summary from a long-period video, while preserving its essential semantic content, in order to give the user a general idea about the content. The two fundamental categories of video abstraction are static and dynamic video abstraction [2, 3] .
A. Static Video Abstraction
Static video abstraction, also called video summary, stillimage abstraction, representative frames, R-frames, or static storyboard, is the simplest way for providing an abstracted video by extracting and selecting the representative frames, keyframes, from original video. Whereas, determining the proper and informative keyframes are not easy tasks [4, 5] . It becomes more problematic in surveillance videos due to the importance of their content, which can be referred as evidence in case of crime occurrence. Although, static video abstraction effectively reduces the consuming time for browsing and retrieving surveillance video, it loses some important information in the abstracted video.
B. Dynamic Video Abstraction
Dynamic video abstraction, also known as moving-image abstraction, moving storyboard, summary sequence or video skimming, consists of a set of video segments along with their corresponding audio and text information [6] [7] [8] . In fact, video skimming is a brief representation of the original video by optimally eliminating both spatial and temporal redundancies while preserving the main information [9] . The most important issue in video skimming is to select the representative segments that appropriately concatenated with its proper audio length considering the corresponding boundaries of spoken sentence.
The drawback of this category is the presence of unimportant event in the video abstract because each segment includes combination of significant and non-significant events [10] . On the contrary, video summaries are more flexible in organizing keyframes since there is not any restriction on time synchronization compared with video skims that are restricted on sequential display. However, watching a video skim is more interesting and amusing for the user rather than keyframes showing in the video summary (static video abstraction) [11] .
Although, the video abstraction has recently received many attention as an emerging research field, its practical implementation still suffers from many problems due to complexity in its methods [2] . These problems arose from the following three challenges: First, difficulty in successful analyzing of video content; Second, inability to deal with various changes in environmental condition and camera movement; Third, failure to accurately handling real-time application. Moreover, selecting the proper technique to generate video abstract considering the video domain, especially surveillance video, and its requirement makes the issue more complicated.
The purpose of this work is twofold: firstly to review and discuss various video abstraction techniques applicable in surveillance videos, and secondly to propose a surveillance video abstract technique as pre-processing step in video surveillance indexing and retrieval framework, which can mitigate the aforementioned problems.
The remainder of the paper is divided into the following four sections. Section II presents a hierarchical classification of different techniques applicable in surveillance video abstraction and subsequently, overview of those techniques is discussed in several subsections. Section III introduces the proposed Density-based Surveillance video abstraction (DbSva) approach. Section IV gives the conclusion as well as the possible future work.
II. SURVEILLANCE VIDEO ABSTRACTION TECHNIQUES
This work focuses on the video summary due to its suitability in video indexing, retrieval and browsing on surveillance archives [12] . In addition, it is also much faster than video skimming since only visual information is used for generating video abstraction.
Techniques used in video abstraction can be classified in six main classes according to their overall process and mechanisms [1, 2] . These six categories include: (a) featurebased, (b) cluster-based, (c) shot selection-based, (d) eventbased, (e) trajectory-based, and (f) mosaic-based. Furthermore, feature-based, cluster-based, and trajectorybased techniques have their own categories [2] . Among these various video abstraction techniques, the most applicable techniques in the surveillance area are feature-based, eventbased, cluster-based, and trajectory-based techniques, which shall be further discussed in this paper. Fig. 1 illustrates the hierarchical classification of these techniques.
A. Feature-Based Video Abstraction
Each video sequence is composed of various local and global visual features such as color, edge, motion, audio etc. Therefore, various video abstraction techniques have been developed to detect video shots (video sequences) by measuring the similarity degree of frames' features within each shot or scene. Color and motion are two commonly used features in developing surveillance video abstraction approaches. 
1) Color-Based Techniques
The most effective, expressive, and simple feature of each frame/image is the color due to its insensitivity and stability against any change in the direction and size [13] . According to this characteristic many video abstraction techniques used this feature. Color histogram has been widely used to generate abstracted video by computing the similarity among frames to select the representative keyframes [6, 14, 15] .
Zhang et al. developed a color-based video abstraction technique in [15, 16] . They considered the first frame of each shot as keyframe and the next keyframes were identified by computing the color histogram difference of color and texture features between consecutive frames. The shortcoming of their method is the reducing the representative quality of the keyframe if the first frame of the shot places at transition effect of the boundary.
Video SUMMarization (VSUMM) is a static video abstraction approach that was developed by Avila et al [6] . It extracted color features of Hue component in HSV color space to form color histogram and used K-means, unsupervised classification algorithm for clustering. At first, they split the video into frames and take only sample frames (pre-sampled frames by taking one frame in a second) to extract their color feature by computing color histogram. However, their approach suffers from losing of some significant frame during sampling step.
Although, color histogram is robust against small camera motion, succeeds in redundancy elimination, and its computational cost is very low due to its simplicity, it is sensitive to noise.
2) Motion-Based Technique
Video abstraction based on analyzing only motion is a challenging task and it becomes more complicated in case of both camera and object motion. Keyframes extraction using this technique, significantly increases the expressiveness and informativeness of the video abstract. The two commonly used methods for motion estimation are pixel to pixel frame differences and optical flow [11, 17, 18] . Wolf in [18] for the first time proposed a motion estimation technique to extract keyframes. In his approach the optical flow was computed for every single frame, then the results of this calculation were used to compute a simple motion metric. Finally, keyframes are extracted by finding the local minima of the motion that have already been provided from analysis of this metric as a function of time.
The combination of object and camera motion was involved in the other technique to segment video and classify these segments in [19] . In [20] , Mendi et al. estimated the motion metrics using two optical flow algorithms (LucasKanade and Horn-Schunck), each one utilizing two various criteria for selecting keyframes. The strength of this approach is to generate significant abstract for sports videos by catching high activity content and its independency of threshold, but it is a domain-specific approach.
The motion-based techniques are inaccurate on videos with high level of motion or motionless. But, they are good candidate to perform accurately in surveillance videos since they are videos with medium level of motion.
B. Event-Based Video Abstraction
It deals with detecting interesting event (the highest semantic level) and organizing them to keep the essence of the original video. In [21] Li, Nikolov, Benton, and Scott-Samuel presented an event-based method by combining motion analysis with video skimming. This method analyzed the optical flow to detect events of interest and matched them with former information. The constant frame dropping were used in case of not detecting events of interest, and those frames which included event of interest were preserved in video abstract.
The event detection and clustering was used to generate both static and dynamic surveillance video abstract in [22] . They detected significant events by computing the energy differences among frames considering this fact that events cause important changes in successive frames and associate with high level of energy. In next step, the detected events were clustered according to their visual features. The eventbased technique has limitation under changes in background and illumination, due to falsely detection of these changes as events.
C. Cluster-Based Video Abstraction
The clustering-based technique partitions a group of frames/shots into several clusters so that the frames/shots within a cluster are very similar to each other in term of characteristic or activity, while having high dissimilarity to the frames/shots of other clusters. Afterward, some certain numbers of frames (usually one) in each cluster are selected as keyframes. This technique uses different feature (such as luminance, color histogram, and motion vector) and clustering algorithm (for instance, hierarchical, and K-means) [23] . The four basic categories of clustering techniques based on their applicability and capability are: partitioning, hierarchical, density-based, and grid-based methods [24] . Here, we discuss only the first three techniques.
1) Partitioning
Method is the easiest and practically basic version of the clustering by grouping each object (frame) from a given data set (video/shot) into K partitions (clusters) such that each cluster should have at least one object. The clusters are organized by satisfying partitioning criterion like dissimilarity function on the basis of distance, in which each object of a cluster is similar to other objects and dissimilar to objects of other cluster. K-means and K-medoids are two commonly used partitioning methods [24] . K-means is an easy and practical method of clustering for grouping keyframes in video abstraction process. Its main goal is to partition a set of n samples into K (predefined number) classes/clusters and then selects the closest samples to each cluster's centroid.
As discussed earlier, VSUMM used K-means for clustering frames and selecting keyframes. The number of cluster in VSUMM is easily estimated by increasing the cluster counter if the differences of two successive frames (pairwise Euclidean distances) is greater than pre-defined threshold.
2) Hierarchical Method aims to construct a hierarchy/tree of clusters that includes objects (frames) based on distance, density or continuity. The agglomerative and divisive are two approaches to form this hierarchy. The advantage of this method over the partitioning method is its independency of the pre-defined clusters number.
Sabbar and their colleagues applied an agglomerative hierarchical clustering in each segmented shots to extract keyframes [5] . In their approach, numbers of keyframes depended on movements and variations within each shot. They estimated the local motion in frames using the co-occurrence matrix in order to compute the dissimilarity among frames and to consider the motion that exist in the shot. The complexity of their approach is quite high and this makes it too slow for bigsized video.
3) Density-Based Method, the two previous methods cluster the object according to their distances. However, they are only able to obtain spherical-shaped cluster and fails to find the clusters of other shapes. The density-based method overcomes this problem using the density (number of frames) notion. This method aims to grow a given cluster while the density of its neighbors is greater than threshold. Therefore, this method can successfully discover any arbitrary-shaped cluster and filter noise [24] . The alternative way to discover the arbitrary-shaped (nonspherical-shaped) clusters is to model the clusters like dense region that are distinct by sparse regions. The three typical algorithms of density-based clustering methods are: Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN), DENCLUE, and OPTICS.
DBSCAN Gives an arbitrary point (P) groups all points with high-density from P (those points close to P) into a cluster considering two global parameters, Euclidean distance of neighborhood of P (Eps) and minimum number of points (MinPts) in Eps-neighborhood of P. Those point with lowdensity region (those points lie alone or are too far from P) are retrieved as outlier [25] . The Eps (radius of the cluster) and MinPts (the threshold of neighborhood density) can be set either manually or calculated according to the heuristics.
VSCAN is a static video abstraction approach which applied color and texture features as two input datasets in DBSCAN in order to cluster video frames [26] . This approach utilized color histogram and discrete Haar wavelet transforms to compute color and texture features in HSV color space, respectively. VSCAN generated video abstract based on the following five steps. In the first step, it performed video presampling (one frame per second) to reduce processing cost by eliminating some frames. In the second and third steps, it computed color features using color histogram and texture features applying Haar wavelet transform , both in HSV color space. In the fourth step, VSCAN applied a modified DBSCAN algorithm to cluster video frames. Finally, in the fifth step, it selected the middle core frame of each cluster as keyframes. The drawback of this approach is the possibility of losing the informative frames during pre-sampling stage and the weakness of DBSCAN in handling high-dimensional feature space and large-scale dataset.
D. Trajectory-Based Video Abstraction
This is an appropriate technique to apply in dynamic environment especially where camera is fixed and background scene is also static (does not change). Therefore, the identification of moving object's behavior is the key element to abstract a video. Trajectory-based techniques enable to simultaneously eliminate both spatial and temporal video frames redundancy. Objects trajectories are done by tracking the moving objects, and obtaining the temporal history of their movements over time. Essentially, the keyframes are extracted by analyzing these trajectories and detecting their critical points, which describe the related object behaviors [27] .
In the approach presented by Doulamis and his colleagues in [28] , keyframes are extracted based on analyzing the trajectory in high dimensional feature space. In the first step, for every single video frame, the feature vectors were computed from several descriptors using a segmentation algorithm in color and motion domain. Then, a curve, which describes the temporal variation of feature vectors, were created by gathering all extracted feature vectors from all frames of a shot. Finally, the keyframes are selected by properly identifying the representative curve points, which describe the trajectory. The magnitude of the second derivation of the feature vectors is utilized for extracting keyframes.
Similarly, another work used the moving object trajectories to generate a static video abstract [7] . In this work, each video segment was summarized in one image including background and detected moving object followed by their related trajectories. To generate this image, firstly, they selected the keyframe by taking the last frame of each video segment, and then detected the moving objects and extracted their trajectories (which indicates the essential part of segment). This work fails to successfully generate video abstract from densely crowded scene video. Moreover, the final video abstract was generated from a set of images such that each of them represented one unrelated segment.
III. PROPOSED SURVEILLANCE VIDEO ABSTRACTION
Most video abstraction approaches have been developed as browsing tools to facilitate viewing and exploring large video. Nevertheless, video abstraction can be utilized as a preprocessing stage in video indexing and retrieval applications by reducing the number of video frames which need to be processed [29] . Therefore, we proposed a Density-based Surveillance video abstraction (DbSva) approach considering this prospect. Fig. 2 illustrates the main steps of DbSva approach for generating a static video abstract and the brief descriptions for each step are given bellow.
A. Video Analyzing
This module includes three main steps including presampling, feature extraction, and feature fusion.
1) Pre-Sampling is the fist step of video analyzing ,which selects some candidate frames for further processing and hence reduces the computational burden. Choosing improper sampling rate leads to poor video abstract (low sampling rate) or shorten the length of video abstract (high sampling rate). Therefore, we performed our pre-sampling step, to reduce redundancy disregard the video content, as follows:
Sampling factor (λ) = frame rate (f r ) × sampling rate (α)
(1)
where n CF is number of candidate frames, n TF defines total number of frames in original video, and C F is a set of candidate frames F.
2) Feature Extraction is the second step of video analyzing module. The feature selection and extraction are critical steps and directly influence the efficiency of the clustering algorithm. Feature selection selects dominant characteristic, simple enough, and fast calculated features that describe unstructured data, while feature extraction transform these input data from high-dimensional space into lower dimension. Most of the developed video abstraction approaches used more than one feature to cover efficiently the visual content of video frames. On the other hand, using the mixture of global features ( such as color, shape, texture, edge, motion) and local features (like SIFT and SURF) outperforms the performance of the approaches using only global features. However, the perfect features should be calculated fast, robust against noise, and easy to extract. Therefore, we extracted three global features including color, texture, and energy features along with speeded up robust features (SURF) as a local feature from each pre-sampled frame to enhance the performance of our clustering algorithm.
Color and texture are two important characteristics of visual content of each image. Color histogram, color moments, color correlation, scalable color descriptor (SCD), and color structure descriptor (CSD) are some common color feature extraction methods [30] . We extracted color feature computing color histogram in HSV color space (which is close to human visualization). Next, we quantized the calculated histogram to 8 bins for reducing the dimensionality without losing information.
Two approaches of texture feature extraction are spatial domain analysis (like Tamura feature, standard deviation, mean, and edge histogram) and spectral domain analysis such as Gabor filters, wavelet transform, curvelet transform, and cosine transform. Spectral approaches are commonly utilized because of their robustness against noise compared with spatial approaches [31] . Therefore, we used Haar wavelet transform to compute texture feature, which is fast in computation and practically accurate. We extracted energy because events are main source of energy and indicates changes over a sequence of frames. Energy feature was extracted from Hue component due to its dominant spectral representation and also human eyes are more sensitive to this component. In addition to the above three global features we extracted one local feature; because local features are more stable than global features [32] . We used SURF descriptor because it can be used in frame clustering due to its invariance to frames intensity, location, scale, rotation and its robustness against affine transformation, which make its representation distinctive.
3) Global and Local Features Fusion, we linearly fused these four extracted features using adapted feature fusion to integrate the above extracted features.
B. Meaningful Segment Selection
In the meaningful segment selection module firstly, similar frames according to their extracted features and using some criteria for similarity measurement were clustered, and then the representative frames were selected from each cluster.
1)
Density-Based Clustering, we apply an adapted DENsity-based CLUstEring (DENCLUE) algorithm to the extracted features in order to cluster similar frames. DENCLUE is based on kernel density estimation (KDE) and it assigns all data objects (frames) with the same local maximum of the estimated density function into the same cluster [33] . The advantages of DENCLUE over other clustering algorithm are: (i) it can cluster the high-dimensional feature vectors with large amounts of noise, (ii) it is faster than existing clustering algorithm, (iii) it works efficiently on large scale datasets, (iv) its time complexity is O (n log n).
2) Keyframes Extraction is responsible to extract keyframes, which are representative frames among all clustered frames. This selection is varied based on the utilized methods. Here, we selected the middle core frames from each constructed DENCLUE cluster.
C. Abstract Video Composition
Finally, we merged all extracted keyframes in their temporal order to generate a static video abstract from the given surveillance video. This video abstract can be explored or used for further indexing and retrieval process.
IV. CONCLUSION
Surveillance video abstraction facilitates the fast and efficient browsing of video content for the security purpose by generating a brief representation of the original video. However, the effectiveness of video abstraction techniques directly depends on the methods employed for grouping similar frames, the utilized features, and selecting keyframes (static video abstraction) or video segment with related audio (dynamic video abstraction), which are the most informative and representative part of video. Our given overview can assist researchers to quickly learn different surveillance video abstraction techniques and choose the appropriate and applicable one according to their requirements.
Moreover, we have proposed DbSva as a novel static video abstraction approach by considering the limitation of existing approaches. We used an adapted DENCLUE clustering-based method to abstract the video utilizing both global features (color, texture, and energy) and local feature (SURF). In the future work, we will evaluate our proposed approach performing various experiments and conduct some comparison with similar approaches using benchmark dataset.
